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A number of runs prrfornned on the 2",SC/GCD hybrid landing simulation are
reviewed to determine sonic, effects of descent engine throttling logic
and initial altitude errors on post high g& to landing site visibility.
Two throttling logics were considered following the initial i,hrot±.le
down (1) the engine thrust currLmand was limited to a maximum value , nrnr
6D%, or (2) the engine was returned to the 92-' constant throttle if
the IO C thrust command exceeded a certain value. The study indicated that
during certain test conditions logic (1) produced detrimental effects on
post high gate visibility arid loE 	 (2) produced thrust pulses that could
be operationally undesirable disturbances.
'	 INTRODUCTION
The Inn descent guidance is designed to operate with the descent engine
limitation of riot being able to throttle between: 60 and 9 2 .5% throttle
setting. The guidance operates by connmanding the descent engine to a
corstant throttle (921n) for the ma,i, or portion of the braking phase
until the computed thrust cornmand (Tc) goes to a level lower than 60%.
T;.e engine is then throttled to Tc. If the thruoU output follows Tc
from the throttle point to high gate, then the high gate aim point
conditions should be achieved, and proper visibility of the landing
site after high gate should be attained.
The problem of interest is the possibility of Tc returning to the 60-
92.51 region after the initial throttle down because of radar updating,
of the LGC estimate of altitude. The two choices of logic following
the initial. throttling are to corrzAnd the engine back to the constant
92j% until Tc again returns to less than 60%, (rethrottle logic) , or to
limit the engine command to less thane 60% (limit logic). The . DPS is
capable of handling the thrust pulses generated by the rethrottle logic,
provided the pulses are at least or:e second duration (ref 1). The
pulses, though, might be operationally undesirable. The limit logic
prevents these thrust pulses, but can cause the high gate conditons to
be missed for some cases, affecting landing site visibility after high
gate.
This report presents a comparison of the effect of throttling logic arid
altitude errors on post high gate visibility. The data of this report
were obtained from studies made on the GCO hybrid landing; sirculation
where throttling; logic was not the primary item under consideration.
Therefore, these data merely shoe some of the possible effects of
throttling logic and the report is presented to show that problems do
exist and to indicate the conditions iuider which these problems were
encounterec,
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DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
The simulation was first descrit,ed in reference 2. The guidance logic
contained in the simulation was the logic as presented in reference 3
with the following exception:::
i
Time to Go Fq_uati.on - The equation obtained from A. Klumvp (MIT) via
telephone on July 14, 1966, shown in figure 1, uas used in the simulation.
The greater accuracy of this equation enables the acceleration to be
computed for Tgo greater or equal to 10 seconds from high gate.
Acceleration Computation Schedule - The acceleration coz=t;nd was com-
puted every 2 seconds until 10 sec from hi`h gate), and {n-between the
2 second intervals the commAn.d to the vehicle was changed ever, -1
by extrapolating hetweezz the computed command and desired acceleration
at the E izri point.
Radar Updates - The LGC altitur'e was updated according to the update
schedule and linear uncoupled weighting fui,cti.on presented in .reference 4.
The radar altitude acquisition occurred at an I&C indicated altitude of
24,000 feet. The terrain was assumed to be smooth, but an altitude
difference between the terrain and LGC estimate was assumed to exist at
the radar acquisition altitude.
Throttle Logic - The logics A & B of table I were used.
Constant Throttle Thrust Profiles - An engine thrust profile of 4-2% was
used (T - 9845 + 1.48t) lbs, where t4O at the start of the fall thrust
descent). The aim points were adjusted so that a throttle down time of
110/sec (Tgo to high gate) occurred for the +2`4 profile.
Trajectory - The initial conditions and guidance aim points are shotim on
table lI. Rows II & III were used in the simulation. Row I was the
original MIT trajectory which was designed for a +11 thrust uncertainty.
This trajectory was changed to II & III for +2% thrust uncertainty by
shifting all the aimpoints 20,000 ft. dowzl range, but mg intaining the
slime desired altitude. Trajectory III also lowered the desired thrust
level at high gate.
Test Runs - The six runs presented consist of a descent with no altitude
error, an altitude error of vehicle high 3,000 feet and vehicle low 3,000
feet with throttle logics A & B, and then a change of aim point conditions
from II to IIT for vehicle low 3,000 feet for logic B.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The no altitude error condition is shown on figure 2. The thrust has no
tendency to return to the non-throttleable region after the initial throttle
down point (335 seconds). The high gate conditions were attained and the
I0
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visibility following high gu c- wus satisfactory.
The worst condition encountered is shown on figure 3 for a vehicle high
condition with the limit logic (A). At 330 /sec the thrust command went
up to 57% and th!,n continued to build up because the engine command was
limited. The low thrust prevented the spacecraft from achieving the
high gate desired conditions as evident from the effect on the LYD pro-
file after high gate. The landing site remained below the bottom of the
I.M window (no visibility) for 30 seconds after high gate. The same case
had a nominal visibility profile after high gate when the rethrottle logic
(h) was used (figure 4). Four thrust pulses occurred before high gate.
The same results were obtained with logics A & B for a vehicle low cond i-
tion as shown by comparing figures 5 and 6 with figures 3 and 4. For
logic A, the effect on visibility was not as had as for the vehicle high
condition as the target was visible after high gate. More thrust pulses
were required, though, to reach the high gate conditions for the re-
throttle logic.
The thrust pulses shown on figure 6 have violated the criteria of at
least one second duration as stated in the introduction. This is evident
from the two pulses that did not reach the full thrust level. This was a
result of changing the comrtAnded acceleration at 1 second ir.tei•vals in
the simulation. Had the acceleration comnand been held consthnt over the
two second intervals, which is the current plan, then the pulses would
have had a minimum, duration of two seconds.
The desired thrust at high gate (56.50 for the case of figure 6, is
near the throttle logic test point (58',"j. The number of thrust pulses
that occurred for the condition of figure 6 was reduced by half, as is
-hown on figure 7, by lowering the desired thrust at high gate (nits
points III). Therefore, it, my be po,:,sible with a proper choice of aim
point conditions and throttle 3ogic to eliminate the pulses altogether.
It is possible the throttle logic shown as item C on table I would do
this. Another possibility would be to make the minimum throttle pulse
time longer, e.g., 5 to 10 sac so that not more than one pulse would
ever be likely to occur. This could be done by adding a time delay such
that the engine could not automatically be throttled down for t sec.
after being throttled up again. Further simulations are required to
examine specific cases.
CONCLUSIONS
For the trajectory conditions studied, detrimental effects on the visi-
bility phase of I.1 descent were found when the descent engine thrust
command was limited after initial entry into the throttling region. The
effects were greatest for a vehicle high condition.
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The detrimental effects on post high gate visibility were eliminated by
all owing the descent engine to rethrottle Lack to the eonstasnt 922;?
thrust command if the LOC thrust command exceeded a certain value. The
result is a number of thrust pulses that might be undesirable operationally.
For either the limited thrust coramnd or rethrottle capability, the
detrimental effects can probably be reduced or eliminated by selection
of high gate conditions to reduce the desired thrust at high gate or by
adding hysteresis in the throttle logic. A AV penalty would probably be
associated with a lower desired thrust at high gate to completely eliminate
the detrimental effects. Further studies,are required to evaluate these
problems and possible solutions.
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FIGURE 1 - FLOW CHART OF TIME TO GO SUBROUTINE.
(FROM A. KLUMPP OF M. I. T. JULY 14, 1966)
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FIGURE 2 - Thriist Vector and Visibility Profiles
Run No.: 2, 9/6/66
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FIGURE 3 - Thrust Vector and Visibility Profiles
Run No : 3 0 8/17H/66
Altitude Error : Vehicle High 3000 Ft,
Aim Foint Con3 : II
Throttle Logic : A
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FIGURE 4 - Thrust Vector and Visibility Profiles
Run No : 3, 9/29/66
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FIGURE 5 - Thrust Vector and Visitility Profiles
Run No : /„ 8/17B/66
Altitude Error . Veh. Low 3000 Ft,
Aim Point Cond . II
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FIGURE 6 - Thrust Vector and Visibility Profiles
Run No : 4-1, 9/29/66
Altitude Error . Veh. Low 3000 Ft.
Aim Point Cond . II
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FIGURE; 7 - Thrust Vector and Visibility Profiles
Run No : 4-2 0 9/29/66
Altitude Fxror . Veh. Low 3000 Ft.
Aim Point Cond : III
Throttle Logic : B
